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Paying Forward

by Bradley Grant

With a new year finally here and the days just starting to get longer, most Model
Rocketeers, myself included, are busy building and repairing rockets for the
upcoming season. Building and repairing rockets gives me a chance to reminisce
about some of my adventures in Model Rocketry from when I was a kid.  Some
of my memories include; being ten years old and watching my neighbor build
and launch an Alpha,   having my Mom yell at me for always  carrying around
the 1971 and 1972 Estes Catalogs, running around the neighborhood like
maniacs trying to recover a rocket whenever we heard a “whoosh”,  watching
my Mini-Bomarc accidentally hit a bird on launch (OK that one was sick!!)  and
finally wondering whatever happened to the second and third stages of the
Farside that my older brother built and launched.  While these memories might
seem boring to most, they are golden for me.

During this slow period, I  enjoy going to the Hobby Stores in my area and just
so that leads me to think how can I get someone as excited about Model

con’’ t on page 9
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Micro Model Magnifying

Corner: By “Micromeister” : John McCoy  - Nar-

15731

Micro “What’ s New” for 2010?
I know it’s almost February already…I’m running just a

little late but there are a few new things that many of you might
not be aware of now available or coming very soon.

ASP (Aero Specialty Products) www.asp-rocketry.com
still offers a number (6 or so) very nice Scale and semi-scale kits
for sale.

Quest (www.questaerospace.com) has added a couple
semi-new things to their micro inventory that may spark some
interest.  They still have the Micro Maxx Super Starter Sets on
sale (List at 60.00) shown at 36.00 which includes all 8 LPB’s, 25-
MMX-II motors with MMX-Q2 igniters and a complete Pistol grip
controller & tripod launcher set up.   Now that’s a great deal.
They also sell The (EBC) X-ternal Battery Connector #7814 @
2.97each that quickly converts the 9V pistol grip controller to
handle external gel-cells batteries.  The blurb says 6v but I’ve
personally been using these controllers for years with 12v gel-cells
without harm to the controller.
They have also added Micro Maxx Parts:
#10311 MMX motor Tubes: .252" ID .276" OD x 1"long @ .15
each.
#14005 MMX Thrust Rings: .148" ID .248" OD x .25"long @
.10each.
#14007 MMX centering Ring: .278"ID .370"OD x .5" Long @
.15each
#9527 MMX1 Body Tubes: .257"ID .277" OD x 6" long @
.50each.
#9528 MMX2 Body Tubes: .372"ID .392"OD x 6" long @
.50each.
#19990 MMX Balsa Nosecone: .392"OD x .784"long with .372"
shoulder fitting #9528 tubing @ 1.25 each.
They have also added a somewhat new Micro motor igniter with
very thick stiff leads, Listed as Micro Maxx Q2 igniters @ 2.39/
6pk.
Motors are listed as MMX-I, MMX-II and MMX-II-NE
All reduced to 5.59/6pk with Q2 igniters.

Fliskits: http://fliskits.com has a most complete line of
just about any Micro Maxx Parts anyone could want and 18 vary
nice Micro kits with more on the drawing boards.  Due for
December released will be the “3’s A Charm” tri Glider micro
model, a downsized version of their Tri-Glide kit.   In 2010 we
should look for 5 new micros: Cougar 110 SD, micro Spifire,
Duckling, A SciFi TBD, and perhaps a couple 2-staged…maybe a
micro Frick-N-Frack☺

Jim tells me he is in the process of finalizing the list of
supplies to include in a micro “Builders Special” boxes that will
contain enough parts to completely build 4-6 micro models, which
should be released in January 2010. and maybe a couple more
Micro NC & Transitions.
Hope you fine this info useful, Next month we’ll look at another
type of interesting Micros…Boost Gliders.

ItItItItIt’’’’’s Ts Ts Ts Ts Time fime fime fime fime for Us tor Us tor Us tor Us tor Us to Gro Gro Gro Gro Grooooowwwww
By Trip Barber, NAR 4322, NAR President
Our membership has been in the range of 4500 or so for
several years. It’s time for us to grow back to where we
were in the late 1990’s, before the long successful legal
battle against BATFE: 5200 members. We won the battle
against BATFE and are free of their burdensome
regulation. We have a great organization that offers the
best membership value in the hobby. It’s time to get back
on track and regain the members we need to support the
new services and programs that you want.
Growing our NAR membership will not just happen; we
need everyone to help. In order to help focus us all on
what we need to do, the NAR Board has decided to
conduct our first-ever membership-growth campaign
between January 1, 2010 and the first day of NARAM-52,
July 30, 2010. Our goal is to reach 5200 members by
NARAM-52: “52 by 52”.  I ask for your help in recruiting
new NAR members to help us reach this goal.
Our membership drive was organized and is being led by
Carol Marple, the new chair of our Membership
Committee. She is being assisted by Todd Schweim and
Jeff Taylor, but what we are doing will involve many
people beyond this committee. Here are the major
elements of the drive:

Several manufacturers have agreed to support it
through kit stuffers; through banner ads on their
websites that direct people to the “Join the NAR”
page of our website
Three manufacturers have agreed to provide free

products (rocket kits by Semroc and Quest and a rocketry
hat by Aerotech) that will be mailed directly from them to
new members who join during the campaign. This is $30
of rocketry products, free!

Sections will be sent a supply of color tri-fold
NAR brochures with their 2010 renewal packets, and are
asked to use them at launches, hobby stores, and public
events. You can get more if you need them simply by
asking NAR headquarters. Sections will continue to get a
$5 bonus for each person of growth in their total count of
NAR members

Members who recruit a new member will get a $5

con’t on page 3
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NARCON will be held on March 13 and 14th 2010
sponsored this year  by CMASS. Please Stay Tuned for
more details.

cash incentive if that new member provides their recruiter’s
name and NAR number on their application. If you need a
personal supply of NAR brochures to be a better recruiter, ask
NAR headquarters.

Nationally we will put publicity announcements in
publications and popular online forums, send NAR
delegations to run booths at several major educator
conventions, and enhance our web presence.

Persuading people to part with money that could buy rockets
in order to buy membership in a rocketry association instead
is not always easy. It takes a little bit of salesmanship and a lot
of belief in the value proposition of our organization. Don’t
be shy about saying it: we’re not only the world’s first and
largest rocketry organization; we are the best value in the
hobby. Here is what we offer our members in exchange for
their dues:

Great insurance that is primary coverage and that is
valid anywhere in the US, any time, not just at
organized launches
The best magazine in the hobby: 48 all-color pages 6

times a year, at no extra charge beyond their dues
A 60-page Member Guidebook full of how-to articles

and rocketry reference information
A monthly electronic newsletter
Extremely effective representation of members’

interests with federal agencies and national safety
organizations

High-power user certification through Level 3
Participation in organized national and international

competition programs, individual skill-development
programs, and education programs that no other organization
offers

Free kits and other merchandise when they join
during the period of our drive

Please help us make your NAR a better organization with
better member services by being an active recruiter for new
NAR members. If you have additional ideas for things that we
could do nationally to make our recruiting more effective, or
ideas for recruiting initiatives that others could pursue at the
local level, please share them with Carol Marple at
cjmarple@peoplepc.com or with me at president@nar.org. It
will take all of us working together to reach our goal: 52 by
52. Let’s go get it done!
Be safe, have fun and pay forward in your rocketry activities.

ItItItItIt’’’’’s Ts Ts Ts Ts Time fime fime fime fime for Us tor Us tor Us tor Us tor Us to Gro Gro Gro Gro Grooooow Conw Conw Conw Conw Con’’’’’ttttt
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ZOG-43 is the official newsletter of NARHAMS the
National Association of Rocketry Headquarters Astro
Modeling Section # 139

NARHAMS is the oldest model rocket club in the United
States!

ZOG- 43 is dedicated to model rocketeers of all ages,
abilities, and interest. We are committed to providing
the most current, up-to-date information on model and
real world rocketry, and to provide educational material
as well as entertaining information. ZOG -43 is published
monthly and is available to anyone on a subscription
basis. Current rates are $10 for meeting pickup or email
or $15 for postal mail U.S. Funds for 12 issues a year,
payable to NARHAMS   Material in ZOG -43 is not
copyrighted. Free and unlimited reproduction is granted
with the proper credit to the author and/or ZOG-43.

For more information.....

If you have any questions about ZOG-43 or NARHAMS,
or if you have any comment(s),  correspondence, free
merchandise or if you’d like to submit an article, send
them to :

ZOG-43, 3102 Eden Drive

Abingdon, Md. 21009

E-Mail ZOG-43 at:    zog43editor@yahoo.com

 Zog-43 Editor Bradley Grant

About NARHAMS

NARHAMS serves Baltimore, the state of Md., Washington
DC and the surrounding Metropolitan areas. The club is a
section of the National Association of Model Rocketry (NAR)
and we are the oldest continuously active model rocket club
in the United States, first established as a high school club
in 1963, changing our name to NARHAMS when chartered
as a NAR section in 1965. NARHAMS is the only seven
time winner of the NAR “Section of the Year” award.

Years won: 1997,1998,1999, 2001, 2004, 2006, and 2007

NARHAMS members regularly fly their model rockets at
NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center on Soil Conservation
Rd. in Greenbelt Md. The launches are open to the public
and are held the first  Sunday of every month (weather
permitting), starting at 1 PM.

Sport Launches are usually held the third Saturday of every
month at Old National Regional park near Mt. Airy, Md.
Check the web page for updates.

NARHAMS welcomes all prospective new members to our
monthly meetings. They are held on the first Saturday of
the month from 5:30 to 9:30 PM at the College Park Airport
Annex Building. Dues are 10 cents a week, with an initial
50 cents up front (good for 5 weeks) as a sign of good faith.

Monthly meetings available on-line via chat-room ,
simply go to the NARHAMS homepage and click on the
link.

Directions to College Park Airport:

Follow I-495 to Kenilworth Ave. South. Make a right onto
Paint Branch Parkway, then make a right on Cpl. Frank S.
Scott Dr. At the airport entrance go straight to the Operations
Building, the annex building is adjacent to the “Ops” building.
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ZOG  ROYZOG  ROYZOG  ROYZOG  ROYZOG  ROYAL COURTAL COURTAL COURTAL COURTAL COURT ( NARHAMS OFFICERS )

ZOG  (President)

Jim Filler    301-524-4447

Vice Zog (Vice-President)

 Tom Ha

COLLECTOR OF THE  ROYAL TAXES
(Treasurer)

Ed Pearson    301-577-7775

KEEPER OF THE HOLY WORDS  ( Secretary )

Chris Kidwell  571-434-7507

COURT JESTER  (Section Advisor)

Mark Wise

NARHAM Members
Save Big

Laur el  Rockville  Fairfax   Bel Air
Save Up to 20%
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“An Ocean of Air” (Why the wind blows, and other
mysteries of the atmosphere)
              By Gabrielle Walker
Harcourt, Inc.
IBSN 978-0-15-101124-7
272 pp.    Published 2007
No illustrations or photographs
Sug. Retail Price $25.00

A Review by Alan Williams.

Air; a thing we take for granted. Largely invisible. Always
there in unquestioned abundance. (How important is it?
Pinch off your mouth and nose while you read the rest of
this review.) Most of us never think about the odd fluid in
which we live unless it inconveniences us in some way.
(We rocket and flight enthusiasts are perhaps more in tune
with it than some.)  British science writer Gabrielle Walker
decided to tell the story of this invisible substance. In so
doing, she tells the tale of microbes and men that changed
the face of the Earth.
         She starts in a frigid balloon gondola hanging at the
top of the sky. Joe Kittinger, a young Air Force research
volunteer working for the legendary Col. Paul Stapp to
make high flight emergencies survivable, looks down
between his feet. He sees nothing but a cloud layer twenty
miles below him. And steps out into that emptiness,
beginning a fifteen minute fall that made him the first man
to survive supersonic flight without an airplane.
          She takes us on a fascinating trip through this stuff.
She explains what it is and where it comes from. About why you should be happy for swamp gas and farts. But, although she
examines the chemistry, she is much more focused on the stories of the experimenters who groped their way towards the truth
during ages of flummery and pseudoscience.

Walker gives enlightening looks at the lives of Galileo and Torricelli as they thought about what this stuff was made of. Boyle,
who explained how it acts. Joseph Priestly, who discovered oxygen. Lavoisier, who accurately measured gasses in air he could
not touch and weighed smoke, only to be guillotined to the cheers of the mobs during the French Revolution. She tells us of
William Ferrell, the quiet West Virginian who explained the wind. Of Wiley Post, who discovered rivers of the stuff.
And she also examines the lives of some of the whack-jobs and geniuses who began to understand the Earth’s electromagnetic
field and how it could explain our relationship to the Sun. (Norwegian physicist Christian Birkeland explained the true nature of
the aurora, and incidentally gave us the technology to create nitrogen-based fertilizers that have fed millions.)
       You will really begin to understand the” Law of Unintended Consequences” in the story of Thomas Midgely, who’s only
thought was to save people from cooling systems explosions and poisonings in the 1920’s. (That’s why your grandparents kept
the fridge out on the porch!) This good and widely respected American chemist worked out a new refrigerant. Inert, cheap and
reliable, the substance he created, Freon, was such a godsend that his employers at Frigidaire gave the formula away to the
people of Earth as a gift. It wasn’t till decades later that it’s awful effect on the upper atmosphere became known. In fact you
could not have designed a more perfect way to dissipate the protective ozone layer if you had tried. One molecule of it, suitably
energized in the thin atmosphere will break apart over one hundred thousand ozone molecules. Unfiltered ultraviolet light has
begun to pour down. And even though it’s use was ended back in 1999, seventy years worth of the stuff is still working it’s way
slowly upward.
(Once when I was a tour guide at NASA Goddard, a young astronomy student told me of his time at a NASA observatory high in
the mountains of Peru. The local people asked the scientists why their sheep were suddenly being blinded by cataracts. Now we
know why.)

She rounds out the tale with some good points about science, life, and the accidents that sometimes make it all possible
Gabrielle Walker’s story is enthralling; her writing style captivating; the knowledge compelling. This is a book to treasure.
 Now………….breathe!
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Purview of the new ‘Moving beyond Earth’ Gallery at the Smithsonian’s National Air & Space Museum

By: Alex Mankevich  NAR#86018

The National Air & Space Museum (NASM) on the Mall in Washington, D.C. opened its newly re-modeled gallery #113 to the
public on November 19,  2009.  The new ‘Moving beyond Earth’ gallery is designed to reflect The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration’s (NASA) change in human space exploration of moving beyond low earth orbit towards objects and
points in deep space.  This gallery is located on the first floor level next to the food court.  Its entrance is adjacent to the model
of the Lunar Module (LM).  NASA’s generous support had made this new gallery possible.

This change in human exploration mission and goals are detailed in the “Seeking a Human Spaceflight Program Worthy of a
Great Nation” report prepared by the Review of U.S. Human Spaceflight Plans Committee (herein referred to as the “Augustine
Committee”), and released in November 2009.   Signs at this gallery’s entrance advise you that this display is a work in progress
and that the exhibits will develop as NASA’s ‘beyond Earth’ projects come to fruition.

This reviewer visited this gallery on November 22, 2009.   My first impression was that this gallery appeared ‘empty’ as
compared to the artifact-laden galleries elsewhere in the NASM.  One instantly notices two large screen displays.  One screen
displays the gentle curvature of earth as witnessed by space shuttle crews.  Due to the orientation of the shuttle as its payload
doors are opened, the perspective of the earth moving on the large screen appears as though one were flying ‘beneath’ the earth.
The second large screen displays a ‘fly around’ the International Space Station (ISS).  All the principle structures of the ISS are
labeled during this ‘fly around’.  I find that these two large screens in combination are a much-appreciated attempt by the
museum to give its visitors the feeling of actually being ‘out there’.

Another initial impression is the number of interactive touch screen exhibits, most of which are displaying an ‘under
development’ sign.  My favorite was the (fully operational) ‘Be a Flight Director’ interactive which puts you in command at
Mission Control.  You have to (successfully as I have done) resolve an EVA situation.  Another working interactive is the ‘Magic
Planet’ at which a visitor can project onto a revolving globe the many planets and bodies in our solar system.  The centrally-
located ‘Space Flight Academy’ is a multi-station exhibit at which visitors answer multiple choice space-related questions in the
manner of a “Jeopardy” game.  You can “Add to the ISS” at another interactive display.  Finally, there is the ‘Space for You’
interactive at which you can determine your ideal space flight job.

Apart from the large screen displays and interactive exhibits this gallery is presently mostly about the Space Shuttle and ISS.
The largest and most impressive models in this gallery are the STS Columbia (a whopping1:15 scale) and the ISS which is
suspended from the ceiling near its large screen fly-around display.  Appropriate memorials are on display for the STS 51L
Challenger crew and for the STS 107 Columbia crew.   Several models are on display for the early STS concept designs.  A
SpaceLab model (1:15 scale) and manikins which bear the likenesses of STS astronauts Sally Ride and Guion Bulford complete
the STS exhibits.

Other scale models throughout this gallery are the Energia/Braun, Proton (1:20 scale), DyanSoar glider and Ares 1 (1:34 scale).
Artifacts that have actually returned from space include Dennis Tito’s spacesuit and several gloves worn by astronauts.

Some of the models and exhibits in this new gallery had in fact been re-located from other galleries in the NASM.  Presently,
only a single 4 foot by 4 foot panel actually addresses the concept of ‘moving beyond earth’.  This was something of a
disappointment, since museum visitors to the NASM’s Space Day celebrations can view numerous artist concepts and digital
displays that portray a manned return to the moon or a manned Mars landing mission.  However, these future human space
exploration exhibits that are ubiquitous at Space Day celebrations are presently absent in this gallery.  I would like to have seen
additional current displays reflective of what are presently considered the viable options for a. the future of the STS, b. the future
of the ISS, c. a heavy launch vehicle and d. a short list of beyond Earth exploration goals, all of which are poised as key
questions in the Augustine Committee’s report.

I anticipate that as the Augustine Committee’s recommendations are finalized, the ‘Moving beyond Earth’ gallery will eventually
reflect more of our future human spaceflight missions and goals.  I caution that (for some time) this new gallery will accurately
reflect the present realities of budgeting for scientific projects during times of war and a difficult economy.  Thus, the gallery’s
walls may continue to appear seemingly absent of any ‘beyond Earth’ human space missions.  The ‘short on details’ portrayal of
this gallery namesake “Moving beyond Earth” theme is likely to continue as long as war and budget issues inhibit our nation
from generously budgeting for inspiring and scientifically valuable deep space exploration.

con’t on page 9
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Holiday Party Photos
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Regardless of these realities, the NASM has done itself
proud with its new gallery.  We will gladly remain
patient as NASA diligently transitions from its STS
mode towards its finalized goals of deep space human
exploration.  I have no doubt that the NASM’s ‘Moving
beyond Earth’ gallery will timely and inspiringly portray
this transition for the public.

Pratt Hobbies is proud to an-
nounce that we are now a QUEST
dealer!  Contact us for all your
Quest and MicroMaxx products.

New T-Shirt! Check it out at

www.pratthobbies.com

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Mention your NARHAMS
membership on

the online order form for a
Special Ludicrous Discount!

Rocketry as I was almost 40 years ago.

Recognizing the fact that children today have so many more
options available to them, I accept the fact I can’t  compete
with the latest Playstation Game.  However, what I can do is
help out with Outreaches and letting the kids be involved as
much as possible in the Outreach. I do everything that I can to
make this a fun experience for them. This would include
letting them handle the rockets in my static display to actually
helping me on the Launch Range. If the group is small enough
and I have enough adult help, I will let them push the launch
button for their rocket. I try to have resources available to
give to the kids so they can find out more about Model
Rocketry. I always enjoy watching the kids (and the
parents!!!) “ooh and aah” whenever a rack of rockets get
launched.

While outreaches are one way to expose the public to our
hobby, I accidentally hit upon another way. I recently started
building micro-maxx rockets. Since I live in a townhouse
community and I don’t have many options available to me,
micro-maxx rockets allow me to launch in a small common
area right next to my house.  What almost always happens is
that a couple of kids or in some cases adults, will come over
and watch these little rockets.  From what I can tell, they
really enjoy watching the little rockets fly. Watching the
neighborhood kids chase after these little rockets reminds me
of when I would go chasing after rockets when I was a kid.

While there is no guarantee that the outreaches and doing
these Micro Maxx Launches will attract new Rocketeers,
there is always a chance 40 years from now one of these ten
year old kids will be the editor of the Zog43.

In this issue of the Zog43 you will notice that the NAR is
having a membership drive. The goal of 52 by 52  is to have
5200 NAR members by NARAM 52. Currently there is about
4700 members.  NARHAMS is going to help with this goal by
attracting seven new members to the NAR. What would be
really neat if these seven new members are also new members
to NARHAMS.  So if you know anyone who might be
interested in Rocketry let them know about NARHAMS and
the NAR.

On a special note I want to thank Raul Pena and everyone
who sent pictures for this month’s Zog.

Purview of the new ‘Moving beyond Earth’ Gallery at the
Smithsonian’s National Air & Space Museum Con’t
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NASA Shuttle at Launch Pad for Final Scheduled Night
Launch; Crew Set to Arrive for Practice Liftoff
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — After reaching its launch pad at
NASA’s Kennedy Space Center in Florida Wednesday, space
shuttle Endeavour now awaits its next major milestone for the
upcoming STS-130 mission. Reporters are invited to cover the
launch dress rehearsal, known as the Terminal Countdown
Demonstration Test, or TCDT, scheduled to take place at Kennedy
from Jan. 19 to 21.

Endeavour arrived at Launch Pad 39A at 8:45 a.m. EST
Wednesday on top of a giant crawler-transporter. The crawler-
transporter left Kennedy’s Vehicle Assembly Building at 4:13 a.m.,
traveling less than 1 mph during the 3.4-mile journey. The shuttle
was secured on the pad at 10:37 a.m.

With Endeavour on the pad, the STS-130 astronauts and ground
crews can participate in the practice countdown and related
training starting Jan. 19. The rehearsal provides each shuttle crew
with an opportunity to participate in various simulated countdown
activities, including equipment familiarization and emergency
training.

NASA’s Wise Eye Spies First Glimpse of the Starry Sky;
Infrared All-Sky Surveying Telescope Sends Back First
Images from Space
WASHINGTON — NASA’s Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer,
or WISE, has captured its first look at the starry sky that it will
soon begin surveying in infrared light.

Launched on Dec. 14, WISE will scan the entire sky for millions
of hidden objects, including asteroids, “failed” stars and powerful
galaxies. WISE data will serve as navigation charts for other
missions such as NASA’s Hubble and Spitzer Space Telescopes,
pointing them to the most interesting targets WISE finds.

A new WISE infrared image was taken shortly after the space
telescope’s cover was removed, exposing the instrument’s
detectors to starlight for the first time. The picture shows 3,000
stars in the Carina constellation. It can be viewed online at:

http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/WISE/multimedia/
wise20100106.html

The image covers a patch of sky about three times larger than the
full moon. The patch was selected because it does not contain any
unusually bright objects, which could damage instrument detectors

if observed for too long. The picture was taken while the
spacecraft was staring at a fixed patch of sky and is being
used to calibrate the spacecraft’s pointing system.

When the WISE survey begins, the spacecraft will scan the
sky continuously as it circles the globe, while an internal
scan mirror counteracts its motion. This allows WISE to
take “freeze-frame” snapshots every 11 seconds, resulting in
millions of images of the entire sky.

“Right now, we are busy matching the rate of the scan
mirror to the rate of the spacecraft, so we will capture sharp
pictures as our telescope sweeps across the sky,” said
William Irace, the mission’s project manager at NASA’s Jet
Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, Calif.

To sense the infrared glow of stars and galaxies, the WISE
spacecraft cannot give off any detectable infrared light of its
own. This is accomplished by chilling the telescope and
detectors to ultra-cold temperatures. The coldest of WISE’s
detectors will operate at less than 8 Kelvin, or minus 445
Fahrenheit.

The first sky survey will be complete in six months,
followed by a second scan of one-half of the sky lasting
three months. The WISE mission ends when the frozen
hydrogen that keeps the instrument cold evaporates away, an
event expected to occur in October 2010.

Preliminary survey images are expected to be released six
months later, in April 2011, with the final atlas and catalog
coming after another 11 months in March 2012. Selected
images will be released to the public beginning in February
2010.

JPL manages WISE for NASA’s Science Mission
Directorate in Washington. The mission was competitively
selected under NASA’s Explorers Program, managed by
NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Md.
The science instrument was built by the Space Dynamics
Laboratory in Logan, Utah, and the spacecraft was built by
Ball Aerospace & Technologies Corp. in Boulder, Colo.
Science operations and data processing take place at the
Infrared Processing and Analysis Center at the California
Institute of Technology in Pasadena.

More information about the WISE mission is available
online at:

http://www.nasa.gov/wise
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2010 Calendar of Events
Date Time Event                 Location

Dec 19 10 am - 4 pm Sport Launch, Land Your Lander Fun Event (Dec 26 rain date)Stick your landing, win a prize (Tom
Ha) Mt. Airy, MD
Jan 2 5:30 - 9 pm Meeting, working with plastics (John McCoy),          College Park, MD

swap meet
Jan 3 1 - 2 pm              Goddard Launch                        Greenbelt, MD
Jan 16 10 am - 4 pm Mt. Airy Launch, MicroMaxx theme           Mt. Airy, MD
Feb 6 5:30 - 9 pm Meeting, camera payloads (Scott Branche, Alex Mankevich)          College Park, MD
Feb 7 1 - 2 pm              Goddard Launch                        Greenbelt, MD
Feb 20 10 am - 4 pm Mt. Airy Launch, Cold War models (green with red star)           Mt. Airy, MD
Mar 6 5:30 - 9 pm Meeting, contest building (Alex Mitiuriev tentative)                       College Park, MD
Mar 7 1 - 2 pm              Goddard Launch                        Greenbelt, MD
Mar 20 10 am - 4 pm Mt. Airy Launch, Local Meet contest          Mt. Airy, MD
Apr 4 1 - 2 pm              Goddard Launch                        Greenbelt, MD
Apr 10 5:30 - 9 pm Meeting, kit bash (Scott Branche)                       College Park, MD
Apr 17 10 am - 4 pm Mt. Airy Launch, Maryland Funny Meet 3                        Mt. Airy, MD
Apr 25 12 - 4 pm Rockville Consortium of Sciences build/fly                       Rockville, MD
May 1 5:30 - 9 pm Meeting, finishing techniques, wet sanding                       College Park, MD
                                         (John McCoy, Jim Filler)
May 2 1 - 2 pm              Goddard Launch                       Greenbelt, MD
May 8 12 - 5 pm Space Day static display, Maryland Science Center                      Baltimore, MD
May 15  7 am - 5 pm TARC Finals, Great Meadow                        The Plains, VA
May 15 12 - 8 pm Mt. Airy Launch                        Mt. Airy, MD
Jun 5 5:30 - 9 pm Meeting, outside speaker TBD         College Park, MD
Jun 6 1 - 2 pm              Goddard Launch                                                                                 Greenbelt, MD
Jun 19    12 - 8 pm Mt. Airy Launch, ECRM Regional Meet                                             Mt. Airy, MD
Jul 3 5:30 - 9 pm Meeting, night launch ideas (John McCoy)                                        College Park, MD
Jul 4 1 - 2 pm Goddard Launch                                                                                 Greenbelt, MD
Jul 17 12 - 8 pm Mt. Airy Launch, demo dress rehearsal, ping pong ball spot landing Mt. Airy, MD
Jul 18 12 - 4 pm Goddard Contest          Greenbelt, MD
Aug 1 1 - 2 pm Goddard Launch          Greenbelt, MD
Aug 14 5:30 - 9 pm Meeting, NARAM report (various)                                                    College Park, MD
Aug 21 12 - 8 pm Mt. Airy Launch Mt. Airy, MD Details
Sep 4 9 am - 5 pm RAMTEC Regional Meet                                                                   Ft. Indiantown Gap, PA
Sep 5 1 - 2 pm Goddard Launch                                                                                 Greenbelt, MD
Sep 11 5:30 - 9 pm Meeting, elections, FAI report (Ed Pearson, Chris Kidwell, Kevin Johnson) College Park, MD
Sep 18 12 - 9:30 pm Mt. Airy Launch, Super LeMans timed kit build/fly, night launch       Mt. Airy, MD
Oct 2 5:30 - 9 pm Meeting, glider building session (Robert Edmonds)                           College Park, MD
Oct 3 1 - 2 pm Goddard Launch           Greenbelt, MD
Oct 16 10 am - 4 pm Mt. Airy Launch, Oktoberfest           Mt. Airy, MD
Nov 6 5 - 10 pm Meeting, movie night (Ed Pearson), 2011 planning          College Park, MD
Nov 7 1 - 2 pm Goddard Launch          Greenbelt, MD
Nov 20 10 am - 4 pm Mt. Airy Launch, R/C glider day          Mt. Airy, MD
Dec 4 5:30 - 9 pm Holiday party, Greenbelt Community Church         Greenbelt, MD
Dec 5 1 - 2 pm Goddard Launch         Greenbelt, MD
Dec 18 10 am - 4 pm Mt. Airy Launch, holiday oddroc         Mt. Airy, MD
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The results of our Kitbash. The eventual winner was Raul Pena


